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Summary 
The purpose of this document is to outline the strategic directions that Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta aims to 

take for the period of 2019-2023. As one of the 82 affiliates of Girls Inc. Network across the U.S. and 
Canada, our strategies build on Girls Inc. Strategic Plan 2016-2020 and lessons learned from Girls Inc. of 
Northern Alberta Strategic Plan 2015-2019.  

As such, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta presents our Bold Goal 2019-2023: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta is the leading advocate in advancing rights and opportunities for all girls in the 
Wood Buffalo region.  

Each year, we employ a proven, dynamic model to empower all girls to be strong, smart and bold.  

In the ever-changing social, economic and political context, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta is ready to grow 
and build resilience. We go beyond survival. We change the dialogue and the systems underpinning it. With 
our technical expertise, community trust and ‘stories’ of over 15 years as Girls Inc. Affiliate and 40 years 
since Big Sisters Society, we intend to deliver our innovative, life-transforming and empowering programs 
to over 1500 girls ages 6-18 per year by 2023 - so that more girls are inspired to become ‘agents of change’.  

In so doing, we will pursue the following strategic priorities to deepen impact in the Wood Buffalo region, 
particularly where our programming is absent and/or underserved is than what is needed to achieve gender 
equality for all.  

1. Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta program framework will effectively deliver desired outcomes for girls. 
2. Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will consistently deliver a high-quality Girls Inc. Experience. 
3. Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will accelerate focus on intensive support for girls and young women 

from marginalized communities.  
4. Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will deepen its impact by becoming a leading advocate for advancing 

the rights and opportunities for all girls. 
5. Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have the necessary resources, systems and supports to be an 

influencer that is data-driven and performance-oriented. 

 

This plan has been developed as a collaborative effort of Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta Board of Directors, 
Executive Leadership, Staff, community supporters, and most importantly, direct voices of our girls.  

 

With this strong guidance, we are confident that many more girls will grow up strong, smart and bold.
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Introduction and Mission 
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta is a non-profit organization with a mission to inspire all girls in the Wood 
Buffalo Region to be strong, smart and bold. We have been operating in the Wood Buffalo region since 
1979, originally as Big Sisters Society. When there was a suggestion that we merge with Big Brothers and 
Sisters, we advocated that boys and girls go through different experiences and that there is a strong need 
for us to continue to provide a safe girls-only, enabling learning environment.  

That is why we became affiliated with Girls Incorporated in 2004 – in order to empower girls and young 
women to realize their full potential. We vision a world in which every girl values her whole self, discovers 
her inherent strengths and achieves her goals.   

Today, we are a part of a strong Girls Inc. Network of 82 affiliates providing 140,000 girls across the U.S. 
and Canada with life-changing experiences and solutions to the challenges girls face. In Canada, there are 
five affiliates: four Affiliates in Ontario (Girls Inc. of Durham, Girls Inc. of Limestone, Girls Inc. of Upper 
Canada and Girls Inc. of York Region) and only one in all of Western Canada – Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta.  

Girls Inc. empowers girls grow up to be healthy, educated, and independent. Their experience at Girls Inc. is 
the confluence of people, an environment and programming that collectively empowers girls to succeed. 
Trained staff and volunteers build lasting relationships in girls‐only spaces that are physically and 
emotionally safe, where girls find a sisterhood of support with shared drive, mutual respect, and high 
expectations. 

Our research based programs provide girls with the skills and knowledge to set goals, overcome obstacles 
and improve academic performance. Informed by girls and their families, Girls Inc. also works with 
policymakers to advocate for legislation and initiatives that increase opportunities for all girls. 

Each year, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta equips more than 700 girls between the ages of 6-18 with the 
knowledge and skills needed to break free from gender stereotypes, create social change, be proud and 
confident of who they are. We employ a proven dynamic model to empower all girls through our programs 
that are transforming, context-specific, innovative and research-based, facilitated by trained professionals in 
a girls-only safe learning environment. To implement our programs, we partner closely with local schools 
and community organizations.  

We are proud to be the leading advocate for girls and young women’s rights and opportunities, as outlined 
in our Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta 2019-2023 Network Aligned Strategic Plan.  
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Our Vision for Girls Inc. of 
Northern Alberta Strategic Plan 
2019-2023 
Since 2011, Girls Inc. National has developed its network-wide strategic plans entitled “Creating a Bold 

Future Together: Girls Inc. Strategic Direction 2011-2015” and “Girls Inc. Strategic Plan 2016-2020”. 
Informed by these plans, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta’s Strategic Plan 2015-2019 aimed to achieve the 
following objectives with the results noted below: 

Increase revenue by $300,000 
Result: Maintained an operation budget of $300,000 on average; increased to $540,000 in 2019 
 
Increase awareness of Girls Inc. 
Result: Reached 1700+ social media followers 
 
Expand programming 
Result: Implemented 3 new programs; currently developing 2 new programs  
 
Continue to expand to outlying communities 
Result: 10-15% of programming took place in outlying communities  
 
Expand co-operating agreements with other organizations within the province 
Result: Identified potential collaborators for the upcoming years 
 
Offer more curriculum based programming 
Result: 2 curriculum based program are currently under development  
 
Expand number of schools served with RMWB: 15 schools by 2019 
Result: Served 13 schools  
  
Improve effectiveness of existing programs  
Result: 80-90% positive impact reported  
 
Optimize human resources (staff, volunteer and board) 
Result: Proceeded with board and staff leadership change in 2019; engaged 40-60 volunteers per year on 
average 
 
Find a venue for after school/weekend programming/summer program 
Result: Maintained positive partnerships with community organizations/facilities, namely Holy Trinity School, 
Walter and Gladys Hill Public School, Unifor Local707-A, Fort McMurray Boys & Girls Club and Fort McKay 
Wellness Centre 
  
Maintain a vehicle for travel to program sites  
Result: Upgraded vehicle wrapping in 2019 to emphasize and strengthen partnership with vehicle 
contributor, The Bouchier Group 
 
Develop program for prevention of violence for Indigenous girls 
Result: #GirlsToo, Power of Stories and New Beginnings are under development and/or implementation as 
of 2019 
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While these objectives may seem more operational, the 2015-2019 plan certainly guided the organization in 
the right direction. As we neared the end of the 2015-2019 plan, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta thought about 
the next stage of our development because we are distressed and alarmed by these facts: 

● 1 in 6 girls ages 10-17 in Canada hate their bodies.1 
● Bullying, relational aggression and poor body image are key contributors to widespread low self-

esteem and high anxiety amongst girls.2  
● Bullying behavior peaks for girls in Grades 8 and 9 at 28%. Early prevention is thus critical. 3 
● 95% of those who have eating disorders are between the ages of 12 and 25.4 
● Girls ages 15-17 are twice as likely to experience a high level of daily stress than their male peers5. 
● 49% of Canadian survivors of sexual assault in 2009-2014 were under 18.6 

● Indigenous women are nearly 3 times as likely as non-Indigenous women to experience violent 
crimes.7 

● Women in Canada are at a 20% higher risk to experience violence than men, with young women 
ages 15-34 having the highest risk. Transgender people are nearly twice as likely as cisgender 
women to experience intimate partner violence in their families.8 

● Only 6% of girls ages 5-17 met the recommended physical activity guidelines of 60 minutes of 
moderate to vigorous exercise per day.9 

● If a girl has not participated in sports by the age of 10, there is only a 10% chance that she will be 
physically active as an adult.10 

● For every one dollar earned by men in hourly wages, working women in Canada earn on average 87 
cents.11 

● Only 15% of female university students in Canada were enrolled in STEM degree programs in 2015-
2016.12 

● Girls are more likely to report having been bullied both online and at school than their male peers.13 
● Unhealthy peer relationships have a serious impact on a girl’s decision making ability. 
● More than 1 out of every 7 children in Canada live in poverty.14 

                                                   
1 Nathan-Tiloy, C., Shann, G., & Skea, B. (2016). The Dove Global Beauty and Confidence Report. London: Edelman Intelligence. 

22 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2016. Preventing Bullying Through Science, Policy, and Practice. Washington, DC: The National 

Academies Press. 
3 Alberta Civil Liberties Research Centre. (2019). Bullying Statistics.  
4 Eating Disorder Support Network of Alberta (2019). Common Types of Eating Disorders. 
5 Hudon, Tamara. (2017). The girl child. In Women in Canada: A Gender Based Statistical Report. Ottawa, ON: Statistics Canada. 

6 Rotenberg, C. (2017). Police-reported sexual assaults in Canada, 2009-2014. A Statistical profile. Ottawa, ON: Statistics Canada. 

7 Statistics Canada (2017). Women and criminal justice system, In Women in Canada: A gender-based statistical report. Ottawa, ON. 

8 Status of Women Canada (2019). Who is affected by gender-based violence? 

9 Statistics Canada. (2017). Directly measured physical activity of children and youth, 2012 and 2013. [Canadian Health Measures Survey, 2012 and 2013]. 

Ottawa, ON: Author. 
10 Canadian Association for the Advancement of Women and Sport and Physical Activity. (2019). Facts and Stats,  

11 Moyser, M. (2017). Women and paid work. In Women in Canada: A gender-based statistical report. Ottawa, ON: Statistics Canada 

12 Statistics Canada. (2017). Postsecondary enrolments by institution type, sex, and field of study. Ottawa, ON: Author. 

13 Boak, Angela, Hamilton, Hayley A., Adlaf, Edward M., Henderson, Joanna L, & Mann, Robert E. (2016). The mental health and well-being of Ontario students: 

Detailed OSDUHS findings (CAMH Research Document Series No. 43). Toronto, ON: Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. 
14 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2018). OECD Income Distribution Database (IDD): Gini, poverty, income, Methods, and Concepts. 
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● LGBTQI2S+ youth are more than twice as likely to experience verbal harassment due to their 
identity than non-LGBTQI2S+ youth.15 

● Strategies to address gender-based violence needs to be grounded in intersectional feminist 
paradigms in order to acknowledge the multifaceted identities and overlapping contexts of 
discrimination, privilege and subordination that compound to produce distinct experiences of 
violence.16 

● Gender-based violence is both interpersonal and systemic, affecting people across all sectors of 
society, regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, sexuality, socioeconomic status or other aspects of 
subjectivity. 

Yet, at Girls Inc., we know each girl can thrive.  

Girls can thrive when they receive messages of aspiration rather than limitation, when they have access to 
role models and when they receive the resources necessary to overcome challenges. Together with Girls 
Inc. Network, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta is ready to work towards our BOLD GOAL for the girls and 
young women in the Wood Buffalo region.

                                                   
15 Taylor, Catherine & Peter, Tracey. (2011). Every class in every school: The first national climate survey on homophobia, biphobia, and transphobia in Canadian 

schools. Final report. Toronto, ON: Egale Canada Human Rights Trust. 
16 Nagy, Rosemary. "Combatting Violence against Indigenous Women: Reconciliation as Decolonisation for Canada's Stolen Sisters." Rape Justice: Beyond the 

Criminal Law. Ed. Nicola Henry, Anastasia Powell, Asher Flynn. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015. 182-99. Print 
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The Bold Goal 
● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta is the leading advocate in advancing rights and opportunities for all girls 

in the Wood Buffalo region.  
● Each year, we employ a proven, dynamic model to empower all girls to be strong, smart and bold.  

The Bold Goal expresses Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta’s ambition to increase the number of girls 
empowered from the marginalized communities – and to do so through a proven model.  

The Bold Goal elevates the importance of Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta as a thought leadership to create 
societal change on behalf of all girls.  

Importantly, the Bold Goal will serve the Girls Inc. Network as a critical decision-making framework over the 
course of the next strategic planning period and beyond, helping the network maintain focus and maximize 
impact. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta 
Strategic Plan 2019-2023 Overview 
In order to achieve the BOLD GOAL, Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will participate in all Girls Inc. Network 
and community opportunities to strengthen our infrastructure and maintain alignment with the Girls Inc. 
National Strategic directions. 

We will plan for and pursue strategic growth in the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo where our 
programming is absent and/or is at a lower program delivery level than what is needed to achieve gender 
equality for all. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY I:  
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta program framework will effectively deliver desired outcomes for girls. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY II:  
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will consistently deliver a high-quality Girls Inc. Experience. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY III:  
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will accelerate focus on intensive support for girls and young women from 
marginalized communities.  

STRATEGIC PRIORITY IV:  
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will deepen its impact by becoming a leading advocate for advancing the rights 
and opportunities for all girls. 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY V:  
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have the necessary resources, systems and supports to be an influencer 
that is data-driven and performance-oriented.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY I: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta program framework will effectively deliver desired outcomes for girls. 

 

Objective 1.1.  

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will codify 

and institutionalize its data-driven 
program framework. 

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will purchase and begin using 
TRAX 8 database by December 2019. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will fully implement and track its 

performance based on the Program Framework by December 
2022. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will meet 90% of standards set by 
the Affiliate Model Assessment Tool by December 2023. 

 

Objective 1.2. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will 

participate in the Girls Inc. Dual-Focused 
Measurement Strategy, disseminating 
high quality learning and knowledge for 
network outcome management. 

 

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will use measurement data to 

inform and enhance the Girls Inc. Experience (programming: 
selection, delivery + evaluation, budgeting, staffing, fundraising 
and marketing) throughout 2019-2023. 

 

Objective 1.3.  

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will 

communicate the impact of its program 
framework to internal and external 
audiences.  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will begin to share its stories 

aligning with the Girls Inc. Network by streamlining the key 
language by December 2020. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will develop and start 

implementing Outcome and Impact Communication Plan by 
December 2020.  
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY II: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will consistently deliver a high-quality Girls Inc. Experience. 

Objective 2.1. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will achieve 

the organizational capacity needed to 
sustain, grow and consistently deliver a 
high-quality Girls Inc. experience  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have increased knowledge of 

organizational best practices, infrastructure requirements and 
effective business models employed by high performing 
affiliates by December 2019. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will develop and implement a 

capacity building plan informed by the Affiliate Model 
Assessment Tool by December 2020. 

 

Objective 2.2. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will 

strengthen holistic staff-board 
development  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will continue to develop a dynamic 

team to deliver programming based on meeting the needs of 
the region in which we operate throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will train and maintain a strategic, 

engaging and effective board of no less than 12 directors by 
December 2023. 

 

Objective 2.3.  

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have 

clear performance standards and a 
strong performance management 
system 

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will revise and develop a 

performance management and recognition system for girls and 
volunteers by December 2020. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will fully implement a revised 

performance management and recognition system by June 
2021.  
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY III: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will accelerate focus on intensive support for girls and young women from 
marginalized communities. 

Objective 3.1. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will 

implement a growth plan to increase 
service delivery to girls from 
marginalized communities. 

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have an annual operating 
budget of 1 million by 2023 to serve 1500+ girls per year. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will grow the number of girls 

empowered through our programs at an annual rate of 5% 
throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have doubled revenues by 

December 2019 with an overall budget increase target of 20% 
for 2020-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will increase average annual 

unrestricted revenue by 10-15% over historical trends by 
December 2023, with flagship annual fundraiser(s) re-
established and implemented by December 2021. This will be 
accelerated with program-centered, cause-specific fund 
development.  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have developed and 
implemented 3 new programs by December 2021, informed by 
best practices and lessons learned accumulated over the past 
15 years. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have accelerated outreach 
efforts to remote/underserved Indigenous communities by 20% 
throughout 2019-2023.  
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY IV: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will deepen its impact by becoming a leading advocate for advancing the rights 
and opportunities for all girls. 

Objective 4.1. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will 

address key issues to address the needs 
of girls in Canada by adopting the 
“Network-Wide Advocacy Platform” and 
tailoring key messages to its specific 
context 

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta board will review, discuss, make 

suggestions to the National and adopt the Network-Wide 
Advocacy Platform by December 2019 

Objective 4.2. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will elevate 

its presence in conversations and 
initiatives affecting the selected 
advocacy issues  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will continue to grow its role as 

the leading advocate for girls’ needs, rights and opportunities 
through participation in local, provincial and federal issue-based 
committees and groups by staff and board members 
throughout 2019-2023.  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta board will maintain 1-2 members 

with technical expertise in gender equality and girls’ 
empowerment throughout 2019-2023. 

 

Objective 4.3.  

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will build 

the capacity of affiliates and girls to 
influence policy and advocacy at the 
local, provincial and federal levels.  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will accelerate its efforts to 

engage local policy stakeholders with a commitment to its 
mission, work and impact by December 2021.  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will be recognized in the Wood 

Buffalo region and Alberta as the leading advocate for girls’ 
rights and opportunities with proven impact by December 2021.  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will be referred by the general 

public as ‘THE’ go-to agency when it comes to girls’ and 
women’s empowerment by December 2023 (what makes us 
‘unique’ and ‘needed’ will be well-understood by the 
community). 
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY V: 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have the necessary resources, systems and supports to be an influencer 
that is data-driven and performance-oriented. 

Objective 5.1. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta Board and 

executive leaders have the support 
necessary to execute its strategic 
priorities   

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta board and staff will participate in 

training opportunities facilitated through the community as well 
as the Girls Inc. National network, including the Annual 
Conference, throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will establish and implement 

board/staff professional development plan, including rigorous 
on-boarding orientation, by December 2020. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will establish and maintain a board 

members skill set matrix in order to identify and fill potential 
areas of board growth by January 2020. 

 

Objective 5.2. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will ensure 

inclusivity, community engagement and 
corporate/government buy-ins through 
improved internal infrastructure  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will adopt its strategic plan 2019-

2023 for post 2021 Network-Wide Strategic Plan as it becomes 
available  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will acquire an office space with 

greater visibility, increased accessibility for our girls and 
improved work environment for staff by December 2023.  

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will improve its program 

registration and performance tracking process with increased 
accessibility and transparency by December 2021. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will upgrade its fund development 

management system, potentially through fund-development 
software by December 2020.  
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Objective 5.3.  

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have 
the necessary human resources to 
execute on its strategic priorities  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will review and adopt its desirable 
organogram by December 2019. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will continue to develop a dynamic 
team to deliver programming based on meeting the needs of 
the region in which we operate throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have provided its employees 
competitive salaries, benefits and an appealing culture of 
collaboration for results by December 2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will review and adopt its Board 
recruitment matrix and strategies by December 2020. 

 

Objective 5.4. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will have 
increased brand visibility in the Wood 
Buffalo region and Alberta with a 
commitment to program impact, 
performance management and advocacy  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will fully implement its 
Communication Plan by December 2020 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will double social media followers 
by December 2021 and triple by December 2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will increase its branding efforts by 
20% in budget through program relevant promotional items and 
advocacy campaign by December 2021.  

Objective 5.5. 

Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will assure 
funding and other resources to support 
each of the strategic priorities.  

Benchmarks: 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will maintain positive net income 
throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will develop and execute Fund 
Development Plan to meet benchmarks indicated under 
Objective 3.1. throughout 2019-2023. 

● Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta will raise funds for necessary time-
bound projects to enable on-going operation of strategic 
priorities throughout 2019-2023. 
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Appendix I 
Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta Programming 
Structure Overview 

Program Description/Purpose Type Age/Grade 

Girls Inc. Friendly 

PEERsuasion® 

Girls develop skills to resist pressure to use harmful substances, such as 

drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and household chemicals. After learning healthy 

ways to manage stress and to deflect peer, media, and other pressures that 

contribute to substance use, girls become peer educators (PEERsuaders) for 
younger girls.  

In-school 
Grades 

6-9 

Girls Inc.  Media 

Literacy® 

Girls increase their awareness of the scope and power of the media and the 

effects of media messages on girls and women. They learn to critically 

analyze what they see and hear in the media and advocate for change in 
entertainment, news and advertising. As girls create media that are more 

realistic and reflective of their lives, they learn about careers and the positive 

use of media. Components of the program include: Media and Me; Media 

Smarts; Girls Take Another Look; Girls Get the Message; and Girls Make the 
Message. 

In-school 

Grades 

4-6 

7-9 

Girls Inc. Project 
BOLD® 

Girls learn skills and strategies to lead safer lives in their homes, in 

relationships, in their communities and online. Girls learn specific self-

defense techniques and how to seek out and talk to caring adults about 
personal violence. Older girls also take on a community action project to 

advocate for a safer world for all women and girls. Components of the 

program include Be BOLD; Action for Safety; and Living Safe and Strong. 

In-school 
Grades 

4-6 

7-9 

Girls Against 

Bullying Alliance 

Girls will explore the magnitude of bullying, how it affects people, how to 

deal with it, how to seek help and the importance of healthy relationships.  In-school 
Grades 

4-6 

Girls Inc. 
Operation 

SMART® 

Girls develop enthusiasm for and skills in science, technology, engineering, 

and mathematics (STEM). Through hands-on activities, girls explore, ask 
questions, persist, and solve problems. By interacting with women role 

models in STEM, girls come to develop interest in STEM and view these 

careers as exciting and realistic options for themselves.  

Annual, in 

partnership 
with 

BrainSTEM 

Alliance 

Ages 

10-14 

Girls Inc. Staying 

Strong Mentoring 

In a girls-only safe environment, Girls learn from interacting with mentors 
about community, communication, healthy friendships while improving self-

esteem, and leadership skills. This program is facilitated by trained mentors 

and Girls Inc. staff.  It provides a place where girls look forward to.  

Developed 
by Girls Inc. 

of Northern 

Alberta 

Ages 

8-13 

#GIRLSTOO 

Building on our flagship programs (Project BOLD + Media Literacy), 

#GirlsToo creates a cultural shift towards breaking the silence around sexual 
violence and provides education about consent, gender equality and healthy 

relationships.  It culminates an art component where participants create 

paint-journals, crafts and paintings to digest and express their learning, 
which will be displayed in a community advocacy exhibit.  

Developed 
by Girls Inc. 

of Northern 

Alberta; in-

/after-school 

Ages 

9-16 
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Girls at Bat 

The program is specially designed to make both playing and coaching feel 

fun and safe that girls and young women who would normally sit on the 
side-lines or not even go near the field, have the courage to try. Once on the 

field, the program weaves fun and challenging baseball drills and skills with 

vital self-esteem, team-building and personal health activities to ensure that 
all participants gain far more than baseball skills. 

In 
partnership 

with Jays 

Care 

Foundation 

Ages 

6-9 

10-12 

Girls Inc. Run Club 

The focus of the Girls Inc. Run Club is to give girls an environment where 

they can build their self-esteem, develop healthy body images (zero talk of 

weight loss or dieting) and have open discussions on such topics as running 

technique, how to deal with stress, and the benefits of eating healthy and 
physical activity. Girls meet twice a week to exercise / practice. During our 

time together we will practice running, weight training, working on speed & 

agility and incorporating games to build stamina.  All hard work will pay off 
when our team takes part in the 5 KM race during the MacDonald Island 

Park Marathon. 

Developed 
by Girls Inc. 

of Northern 

Alberta 

Ages 

9-15 

Girls Beware 

One day workshop for girls 12-16 covers topics such as risky behaviors, 

peer pressure, healthy relationships, bullying, cyber safety, self-defense 

training, with community partners in attending.  

Developed 

by Girls Inc. 

of Northern 
Alberta 

Ages 

12-16 

Girls Inc. 
Leadership and 

Community Action 

Girls build leadership skills and create lasting social change through 

community action projects. With support from women in their community, 

girls celebrate the heritage of girls and women as leaders and social change 
agents and realize their own power as community resources and trustees of 

the common good. Components include Discovery and In Our Own Hands. 

Occasional 
Age Groups 

9-11 

12-14 

Girls Inc.  

Economic 
Literacy® 

Girls learn about money and the economy, including how to manage, invest, 

and save money and how to help others through philanthropy. As girls 

explore how the economy affects everyone locally and globally, they 

develop skills critical to being financially savvy and to becoming 
economically independent adults. Girls learn these skills through four age-

appropriate components: She’s on the Money! Dollars, Sense, and Me; 

Equal Earners; Savvy Spenders and Futures and Options. 

Occasional 

Age Groups 

6-8 

9-11 
12-14 

15-18 

Girls Inc. Healthy 

Sexuality 

Girls Inc. Healthy Sexuality will assist girls in understanding and embracing 
sexuality with a positive, empowered approach that is built on a foundation 

of accurate information, cultural sensitivity, and values of inclusiveness and 

respect. Girls will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to take charge 

of and to make informed, thoughtful decisions about their sexual health.  
Components: Informed Together, Informed and In Charge, as well as Taking 

Care of Business. 

Occasional 
Ages 

12-14 
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Power of Stories 

Power of stories is an Indigenous-informed curriculum to equip participants 

with the tools to break the cycle of gender based violence (GVB) and 
intergenerational violence (IGV) surrounding Indigenous girls and women in 

northern Alberta. Through Power of Stories, participants are engaged to see 

how systemic oppression persists in our society and how to advocate for 
change themselves, on their own terms. Utilizing the Seven Sacred 

Teaching and storytelling by senior female community members about their 

lives, this program reflects upon the past, explores the present and aims to 

create a brighter future through documenting oral histories in Indigenous 
languages. Community practitioners’ program implementation capacity 

development on the curriculum as well as story-telling film are crucial 

components of the program.  

Developed 

by Girls Inc. 
of Northern 

Alberta; in-

/after-school 

Age Groups 

6-8 
9-11 

12-14 

15-18 

New Beginnings 

New Beginnings is an Indigenous-informed curriculum to equip participants 
with the tools to break the cycle of gender based violence (GVB) and 

intergenerational violence (IGV) surrounding Indigenous girls and women in 

northern Alberta. Participants will be engaged to see how systemic 

oppression persists in our society and how to advocate for change 

themselves, on their own terms. It utilizes Seven Sacred Teaching and 

storytelling as healing and culture restoration methods. 

Developed 

by Girls Inc. 

of Northern 

Alberta; in-
/after-school 

Age Groups 

6-8 

9-11 

12-14 
15-18 

Women of 

Inspiration Series 

The initiative’s goal is to recognize women throughout the Wood Buffalo 

region who inspire others, break new ground or old barriers, and help create 
change, and who embody the mission of Girls Inc.: "To inspire all girls to be 

Strong, Smart & Bold." The series also aims to show local girls positive role 

models who live within their community. Over the course of a year we 

showcase the stories of local women who are driving positive change for 
other women and girls, either directly or by example. We host a Women of 

Inspiration Celebration in March of each year to celebrate the contributions 

of all the nominees. 

Community 

Engagement 
All women 

Women of 

Inspiration 
Education Awards 

Each year, 3 awards will be provided to female students pursuing post-
secondary education. Applications will be accepted from June to mid-July. 

Over the past 6 years, 16 women were assisted to pursue their goals with 

our scholarships. These women are the role-models for girls in our 

community, so that they are inspired to become strong, smart and bold 
women in the future.  The Barb Jewers Memorial Scholarship will be 

awarded to an applicant who demonstrates a sincere commitment to 

volunteerism and community activism. The Elsie Yanik Memorial 
Scholarship will be awarded to a qualified applicant with First Nations or 

Metis ancestry. To honour the legacy of Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta’s 

founder Ann Dort-MacLean--who retired in 2018-- the Ann Dort-MacLean 

Scholarship will be awarded to an applicant with demonstrated passion for 
youth empowerment and gender equality. The award will be given based on 

the financial need, academic achievement and extracurricular and 

community involvement. 

Scholarship Age 17+ 
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Finning Canada 

STEM Award 

In 2016, women made up 34% of STEM bachelor’s degree holders and 

23% of science and technology workers.  Girls Inc. of Northern Alberta and 
Finning Canada are working to change that.  Thanks to a new partnership, 

Girls Inc. and Finning Canada will be awarding two $1000 scholarship to 

women who are in their first year of post-secondary school pursuing a 
degree in a science, technology, engineering or mathematics related field. 

Scholarship Age 17+ 
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